FAILURE IS NOT AN OPTION
K12FD FIRE RESCUE SAWs

For over 50 Years, the fire service has chosen the Partner/Husqvarna K12FD Rescue saw over all other cutters on the market. The TEAM HUSQVARNA K12FD Fire Rescue Saws are designed to satisfy or exceed every demand made by the Fire Service. The industry leading, best all-around primary rescue saw ever introduced to the fire service. Surely to be the emergency services rescue saw of choice for years to come! Husqvarna, manufacturer of world class Fire Rescue Saws since 1958.

PARTNER - HUSQVARNA K12FD94 RESCUE SAW

TEAM Partner - Husqvarna K12FD94 bestselling all-around primary rescue saw with the best power to weight ratio and unlimited cutting capability. Featuring Husqvarna's 7hp (94cc) 2-stroke advanced technology X-Torq air-cooled gas engine. Equipped with smart carburetor and active air filtration for constant air intake monitoring to automatically adjust fuel mixture assuring maximum cutting performance. With a new cylinder design and digital ignition providing optimum performance with 5% greater fuel efficiency. New Smart-Tension belt tensioner, lightweight 14" steplessly adjustable magnesium blade guard with reflective stripes and "D" rings for attaching included equipment sling. Decompression valve and large "D" ring handle on the sealed Dura Starter provides a 50% reduction in starter pulling force. The NEW K12FD94 provides improved ergonomics, reliability and performance. Maximum cutting depth 5", Weight 24 lbs.

K12FD94 14" 7 hp (94cc) Rescue Saw (blade not included)
PIRA-14FD 14" Piraya Diamond Blade (Our Most Popular Blade)
TMB-14 14" 30 Tooth Carbide Tipped Blade (Roof Ventilation Blade)

OUR BEST SELLING RESCUE BLADES

The Piraya blade gives you a "one blade cuts all materials" for your rescue saw. Used for cutting concrete, masonry, metal, plastic, light wood, rebar, copper, glass block, windshields, auto parts, tile, aluminum, stainless steel, corrugated roofs and more.

Our MAXIBLADE 14 inch, 30 tooth top performing carbide blade has excellent cutting characteristics with deep gullets to clear chips and other debris from the cut faster making it ideal for emergency use when super fast wood cutting is required.

Husqvarna K12FD74 Fire Rescue Saw

The Partner - Husqvarna K12FD74 is a high performance lightweight rescue saw featuring Husqvarna’s 5.7 hp (74 cc) X-Torq air-cooled 2-stroke gas engine with smartCarb, DuraStarter, Ready Start ignition, "D" ring pull start, decompression valve, 12" Chrome guard with reflective lettering, welded "D" ring for included equipment sling. Cutting depth 4", Weight 21 lbs.

K12FD74 12" 5.7 hp (74cc) Rescue Saw (blade not included)
PIRA-12FD 12" Piraya Diamond Blade

Husqvarna K12FD119 Fire Rescue Saw

The Partner - Husqvarna K12FD119 is strongest handheld rescue saw on the market. Featuring Husqvarna’s 7.8 hp (119 cc) 2-stroke gas power house with advanced features providing reduced wear, better fuel economy and performance. 16" black guard with reflective lettering and "D" pull start. Cutting depth 6", Weight 30 lbs.

K12FD119 16" 7.8 hp (119cc) Rescue Saw (blade not included)
TLD816 16" Lightning Diamond Blade
SHARK II VENTILATION CHAINSAW

We start with Husqvarna’s most advanced chainsaw for demanding professional use featuring an X-Torq 5.7 hp (74cc) gas engine providing high torque over a very wide rpm range with low fuel consumption, lower exhaust emission, upgraded with Firefighter features for ergonomics and performance and you’ve got a machine to run with you all day long under the most grueling conditions. Featuring a full wrap handle, “D” ring pull start, decompression valve, easy one hand operating depth adjuster, with your choice of 16” or 20” heavy duty reversible bar running Terminator tungsten carbide tipped chisel chain. One beast of a saw! 21 lbs.

THSQ7616 SHARK II, 16” 5.7hp (74cc) Ventilation Rescue Chainsaw
THSQ7620 SHARK II, 20” 5.7hp (74cc) Ventilation Rescue Chainsaw
SC3000 Full Size Diamond Plate Aluminum Case

SHARK III VENTILATION CHAINSAW

The Shark III includes all the features and components of the SHARKII with an upgraded engine to Husqvarna’s strongest, most advanced chainsaw for demanding professional use featuring an X-Torq 6.5 hp, (88cc) engine. 22 lbs.

THSQ39016 SHARK III, 16” 6.5hp (88cc) Ventilation Rescue Chainsaw
THSQ39020 SHARK III, 20” 6.5hp (88cc) Ventilation Rescue Chainsaw
SC3000 Full Size Diamond Plate Aluminum Case

CDA-80

Simple and easy to use. Adjust from 1” to 8” cutting depth with one hand operation. Removes in seconds when full bar length cutting is needed.

HUSQVARNA K970 RING SAW

The Husqvarna K 970 Ring Saw is the world’s first gas-powered cutter able to make 10.6” deep concrete cuts with accompanying 14” diamond segment blade. This may seem impossible to anyone who uses standard power cutters, since 14” blades can normally only achieve a cutting depth of 5”. Husqvarna’s patented Ring Saw technology, where the blade is driven from the periphery instead of its center, makes it possible to have the best of both worlds. Larger cutting performance in a smaller lightweight handheld cutter. This strong 7hp easy to handle (30 lbs.) gas-powered cutter, is a great addition to any heavy rescue, USAR, Task Force, disaster response equipment cache. *** Wet cut concrete cutting only.

9714RINGB Gasoline Powered 14” K970 Ring Saw With Blade
ELR45 Replacement 14” Diamond Ring Saw Blade
ALC300FD Full Size Diamond Plate Aluminum Case

HUSQVARNA K970 CONCRETE CHAINSAW

Bar & Chain Included

The Husqvarna K970 concrete cutting chainsaw with 14” bar enables you to cut as small as a 4” square and as deep as 15” inches with the accompanying diamond segment chain. 7 hp (94cc) gas power, 15” cutting depth, weight 21 lbs. *** Wet cut concrete cutting only.

T950DCS K970 Concrete Chainsaw With Bar & Diamond Chain
TSLC-45 Replacement T950DCS Diamond Concrete Cutting Chain
346214 Replacement T950DCS 14” Bar

HUSQVARNA K760 CUT-N-BREAK

Blades Included

The Husqvarna K760 Cut-n-Break enables you to cut as small as a 9” square as deep as 16” inches. Comes with two 9” blades that cut a core in the concrete which can then easily be broken off using the accompanying breaking tool. 5.7hp (74cc) gas power, 16” cutting depth, weight 21 lbs. *** Wet cut concrete cutting only.

TCB760 K760 Cut-N-Break Gas Saw with twin 9” blades and a breaking tool
EL35CNB Twin 9” Cut-N-Break replacement blades (concrete only)
SC3000 Full Size Diamond Plate Aluminum Case
HUSQVARNA - SHARK VENTILATION CHAINSAW KITS

TEAM SHARK Ventilation Chainsaw Kits featuring an industrial Husqvarna 2-stroke gas engine for demanding professional use. Designed with firefighter ergonomic performance enhancements and all accessories stored in one kit. This exceptionally well thought out kit covers all the bases allowing fast grab and go access to your rescue saw when you need it.

Kits include: Ventilation chainsaw with depth adjuster and carbide tipped Terminator chain in your choice of power and bar length, diamond plated aluminum case (partitioned to securely hold saw and all accessory items), safety gas can, hearing protector, gogles, bar and chain oil, 2-cycle oil, gasoline stabilizer, bar and chain protector, saw carrying sling and instructions.

Kit weight 66 lbs. Case dimensions - L41" x W15" x H16"

THSQ576FD16 SHARK II, 5.7 hp. (74cc) With 16" Slotted Reversible Bar
THSQ576FD20 SHARK II, 5.7 hp. (74cc) With 20" Slotted Reversible Bar
THSQ390FD16 SHARK III, 6.5 hp. (88cc) With 16" Slotted Reversible Bar
THSQ390FD20 SHARK III, 6.5 hp. (88cc) With 20" Slotted Reversible Bar
CB54DL Replacement 16" Terminator Carbide Tipped Chain
CB66DL Replacement 20" Terminator Carbide Tipped Chain

HUSQVARNA - CONCRETE CHAINSAW KIT

TEAM - Husqvarna Concrete Cutting Chainsaw Kits featuring a Husqvarna K970, 7 hp. (94 cc) 2-stroke gas engine for demanding professional concrete cutting up to 15" deep. Designed with firefighter ergonomic performance enhancements and all accessories stored in one kit. This exceptionally well thought out kit covers all the bases allowing fast grab and go access to your rescue saw when you need it.

Kits include: Concrete cutting chainsaw with 14" bar and diamond segment chain, heavy duty water coupling, water hose retaining strap, diamond plate aluminum case (partitioned to securely hold saw and all accessory items), safety gas can, hearing protector, gogles, 2-cycle oil, gasoline stabilizer, bar and chain protector, spare air filter, air filter oil, saw carrying sling and instructions. *** Wet Cutting Only

Kit weight 70 lbs. Case dimensions - L41" x W15" x H16"

TK97DC-AC K970 Concrete Cutting Chainsaw Kit
TSLC45 Replacement Diamond Chain For T970DCS Chainsaw
346214 Replacement 14" Bar For T970DCS Chainsaw

* Wet Cutting Only*

HUSQVARNA RINGSAW KIT

TEAM - Husqvarna Concrete Cutting Ringsaw Kit featuring a Husqvarna K970, 7 hp. (94 cc) 2-stroke gas engine for demanding professional concrete cutting up to 10" deep with included 14" blade and DEX water-saving wet cutting kit for efficient dust management.

Kits include: Concrete cutting K970 gas Ringsaw with 14" diamond segment blade, heavy duty water coupling, diamond plate aluminum case (partitioned to securely hold saw and all accessory items), safety gas can, hearing protector, gogles, 2-cycle oil, gasoline stabilizer, spare air filter, saw carrying sling and instructions. Kit weight - 81 lbs. Case dimensions - L37" x W15" x H19"

TPGRS97K K970 Concrete Cutting Ringsaw Kit
ELR-45 Replacement 14" Diamond Ringsaw Blade

* Wet Cutting Only*

HUSQVARNA CUT-N-BREAK KIT

TEAM - Husqvarna Concrete Cutting Cut-N-Break Kit featuring a Husqvarna K760, 5.7 hp. (74 cc) 2-stroke gas engine for demanding professional concrete cutting up to 16" deep with twin 9" blades and DEX – water saving wet cutting kit for efficient dust management.

Kits include: Concrete cutting K760 Cut-N-Break saw with dual 9" diamond segment blades, heavy duty water coupling, diamond plate aluminum case (partitioned to securely hold saw and all accessory items), safety gas can, hearing protector, gogles, 2-cycle oil, gasoline stabilizer, spare air filter, spare belt, saw carrying sling, breaking tool, wrench and instructions.

Kit weight - 70 lbs. Case dimensions - L41" x W15" x H16"

TCNB770 K760 Concrete Cutting Cut-N-Break Kit
E135CNB Replacement Diamond Cut-N-Break Blades (set of 2)
544178003 Replacement Breaking Tool

* Wet Cutting Only*
TEAM HUSQVARNA K12FD RESCUE SAW KITS
For over 50 Years, the fire service has chosen the Partner/Husqvarna K12FD Rescue saw over all other cutters on the market. The TEAM HUSQVARNA K12FD Fire Rescue Saw Kits are designed to satisfy or exceed every demand made by the Fire Service resulting in the best all-around rescue saw kit available to the fire service.

TEAM HUSQVARNA SUPERMEGA II KIT
TEAM - Husqvarna SUPERMega II Kit featuring a 14” Husqvarna K12FD94, 7 hp. (94 cc) 2-stroke gas engine rescue saw. Designed with firefighter ergonomic performance enhancements and all accessories stored in one kit that cuts every material possible, wood, concrete, steel, plastic, rubber. With the SuperMega II rescue saw kit, no matter what the emergency, failure is not an option. This exceptionally well thought out kit covers all your cutting challenges allowing fast grab and go access to your rescue saw when you need it. Kit weight 82 lbs to 103 lbs.
Kits include: K12FD94 14” Rescue Saw, aluminum case (full size or space saver), 2 Lightning diamond blades, 2 Piraya diamond blades, 2 carbide tipped blades, 2 abrasive rescue blades, one gallon safety gas can, 2-cycle oil, gasoline stabilizer, hearing protector, goggles, spare air filter, spare drive belt, screwdriver/wrench, carrying sling and instructions. Dimensions L35” x W14” x H18”
SUPERMEGAIIF SuperMega II With Full Size Aluminum Case
SUPERMEGAISSA SuperMega II With Space Saver Aluminum Case

TEAM HUSQVARNA MEGA KIT
TEAM - Husqvarna Mega Kit featuring the 14” Husqvarna K12FD94, 7 hp. (94 cc) 2-stroke gas engine rescue saw. Top notch performance and fast grab and go access with all accessories conveniently stored in one kit. Covers your cutting challenges with a smaller blade selection.
Kits include: K-12FD94 14” Rescue Saw, aluminum case (full size or space saver), 2 carbide tipped blades, 4 abrasive rescue blades, one gallon safety gas can, 2-cycle oil, gasoline stabilizer, hearing protector, goggles, spare air filter, spare drive belt, carrying sling, screwdriver/wrench and operating instructions. 69 lbs to 82 lbs.
MEGAK12FD-F Mega Kit With Full Size Aluminum Case
MEGAK12FD-SSA Mega Kit With Space Saver Aluminum Case

TEAM HUSQVARNA TRUCK KIT
Maximum Cutting Performance, Minimal Space.
This kit comes with a 14” K12FD94 Rescue Saw and a SHARK II Ventilation Chainsaw (16” or 20”) plus all accessories stored in a lightweight space saver case. Kit weight 83 lbs.
Kits include: K12FD94 14” Rescue Saw, a SHARK II Ventilation Chainsaw 74cc in 16” or 20”. A space saver aluminum case with safety gas can, gas stabilizer, 2-cycle oil, bar & chain oil, bar & chain protector, hearing protectors, safety goggles, slings, spare air filters, spare belts, spare carbide tipped chain (2 total) and 2 Piraya diamond blades.
9416TRUCK K12FD94 14” & SHARK II 16” Saw Bundle
9420TRUCK K12FD94 14” & SHARK II 20” Saw Bundle
STANDARD RESCUE SAW KITS

Our Standard Rescue Saw Kits start with a Husqvarna Rescue Saw in choice of engine size and blade capacity. Kits include one carbide tipped blade, two abrasive wheels, safety gas can, hearing protectors, goggles, spare belt, spare air filter, 2-cycle oil, gas stabilizer and choice of full size steel case (F), space saver steel case (SSS) or space saver aluminum case (SSA).

Husqvarna K12FD94 14" Standard Rescue Saw Kits
STDK12FD-F  K12FD94 Rescue 14" 7 hp Saw Kit, Full Size Steel Case
STDK12FD-SSS K12FD94 Rescue 14" 7 hp Saw Kit, Space Saver Steel Case
STDK12FD-SSA K12FD94 Rescue 14" 7 hp Saw Kit, Space Saver Aluminum Case

Husqvarna K12FD74 12" Standard Rescue Saw Kits
STDK760SQ-F  K12FD74 Rescue 12" 5.7hp Saw Kit, Full Size Steel Case
STDK760SQ-SSS K12FD74 Rescue 12" 5.7hp Saw Kit, Space Saver Steel Case
STDK760SQ-SSA K12FD74 Rescue 12" 5.7hp Saw Kit, Space Saver Aluminum Case

HUSQVARNA COMMERCIAL SAWS

Husqvarna Commercial Circular Saws
9714A  K970 Active 14" 7 hp Saw only
9716A  K970 Active 16" 7 hp Saw only
1264A  K1270 Active 14" 7.8 hp Saw only
1266A  K1270 Active 16" 7.8 hp Saw only
1276RAIL  K1270 Active 16" 7.8 hp Saw With Rail Arm
7612  K760 Active 12" 5.7 hp Saw only
7614  K760 Active 14" 5.7 hp Saw only

Husqvarna Wood Cutting Chainsaws
Heavy Cleanup / Semi-Professional Chainsaws (Wood Cutting Only!)
T455R  Husqvarna 55cc Chainsaw with 20" Bar & Chain (Wood Cutting Only!)
T460R  Husqvarna 60cc Chainsaw with 20" Bar & Chain (Wood Cutting Only!)

Disaster Response / Professional Wood Cutting (wood Cutting Only!)
T576XP20BDL Husqvarna 76cc Chainsaw Bundle: 2 x 20" Bars & Chains, 4 x 2-Cycle Oil, 1 = Stabil, 1 = Bar Oil.
T576XP24BDL Husqvarna 76cc Chainsaw Bundle: 2 x 24" Bars & Chains, 4 x 2-Cycle Oil, 1 = Stabil, 1 = Bar Oil.
T576XP28BDL Husqvarna 76cc Chainsaw Bundle: 2 x 28" Bars & Chains, 4 x 2-Cycle Oil, 1 = Stabil, 1 = Bar Oil.
T830XP20BDL Husqvarna 88cc Chainsaw Bundle: 2 x 20" Bars & Chains, 4 x 2-Cycle Oil, 1 = Stabil, 1 = Bar Oil.
T830XP24BDL Husqvarna 88cc Chainsaw Bundle: 2 x 24" Bars & Chains, 4 x 2-Cycle Oil, 1 = Stabil, 1 = Bar Oil.
T390XP28BDL Husqvarna 88cc Chainsaw Bundle: 2 x 28" Bars & Chains, 4 x 2-Cycle Oil, 1 = Stabil, 1 = Bar Oil.

SAW CASES

FULL SIZE STEEL
FULL SIZE ALUMINUM
SPACE SAVER STEEL
SPACE SAVER ALUMINUM

FCG570M  Full Size Steel Case (all circular saws except K1270's & 16" saws)  34"L x 12"W x 18"H  37 lbs.
ALC200FD  Full Size Aluminum Case (all circular saws except K1270's & 16" saws)  35"L x 14"W x 18"H  43 lbs.
ALC300FD  Full Size Aluminum Case (fits larger saws like K1270's & 16" saws)  37"L x 13"W x 19"H  45 lbs.
SC3000  Full Size Aluminum Case (fits chainsaws only, no circular saws)  41"L x 15"W x 16"H  40 lbs.
SC2015  Space Saver Steel Case (all but 16" saws)  15"L x 12"W x 16"H  21 lbs.
SC1515  Space Saver Aluminum Case (all but 16" saws)  16"L x 12"W x 16"H  21 lbs.
ELECTRIC POWER CUTTERS

Husqvarna electric power cutters are perfect to use when excessive cutting dust or water may adversely affect the health of a trapped victim. Confined spaces or locations with poor ventilation, like cutting indoors, where gasoline driven saws exhaust may cause an unsafe condition.

CORE DRILL

Husqvarna 2.3 hp. Handheld 110-volt electric core drill for both dry and wet drilling. The TDM 220 has an ergonomically designed D-handle that gives you good control while drilling. Handheld core drilling up to 3 in. Suitable for light applications such as pilot holes for search cameras, ventilation and most rescue operations. Works well in confined spaces with optional electric vacuum dust reducer. An excellent choice for professional search and rescue operations.

- 3014VAC 14", 2.4 hp (1,800 watts) Electric Cutter with Vacuum Attachment (no blade)
- TDM220 Handheld electric core drill for both dry and wet drilling
- TWDBIT15 1.5" Wet Cutting Core Bit for handheld core drill
- TWDBIT2 2" Wet Cutting Core Bit for handheld core drill
- TWDBIT3 3" Wet Cutting Core Bit for handheld core drill
- 1400VAC Electric Vacuum Dust Reducer
- 3014WET 14", 2.4 hp (1,800 watts) Electric Cutter with Wet Kit Attachment
- 3009CNB Electric Cut-N-Break Saw with twin 9" blades and a breaking tool with blades
- WT15TANK Powered 3.9 Gallon Water Tank (2 hour runtime, 18V) Includes battery & charger

HUSQVARNA HYDRAULIC RING SAW

The Husqvarna K 3600 MK II Hydraulic Ring Saw with rim drive system can make a 10.6" deep concrete cuts with a 14" blade. This 18.3 lbs. lightweight cutter will make easy work of the toughest concrete cutting while producing no fumes at low noise levels. Ideal cutter for any heavy rescue, US&R, Task Force, disaster response equipment cache.

* Wet concrete cutting only. * Blade and Hydraulic power supply required

- Husqvarna TPS518 Hydraulic Power Pack
  Gas powered power pack to power K 3600 MK II.
  10 gal/min oil flow, 1955 psi, weight 280 lbs

- K3600 Hydraulic Powered 14" Ring Saw
- ELR5 14" Diamond Ring Saw Blade
- TPS518 Hydraulic Power Pack
- ALC300FD Full Size Diamond Plate Aluminum Case

HANDB TOOLS

Paratech's MADE IN U.S.A. TopCut Fire Axe virtually reinvents the axe with its TopCut design with halligan bar mating feature.

22-000610 Paratech Topcut Fire Axe (composite handle, made in USA) 36.5" 8.6 lbs.
IRONSET Set of 12 hooligan and strap (Made in USA) 36.5" 18.3 lbs.
22-000625 Paratech Percussive Rescue Tool Kit 32" 29 lbs.
22-000600 Paratech 30" Hooligan Tool 10.6 lbs.
22-000601 Paratech 36" Hooligan Tool 11.9 lbs.
22-000520 Paratech Pry-Axe with Standard Claw (18.4" - 25" extended) 6.6 lbs.
FT15 The Falcon Tool Personal Protection Safety Tool 11" 2 lbs.
T605M TEAM Mounting Brackets (set of 2) ridged with pin & lanyard

The PRT (Percussive Rescue Tool Kit) is one of the safest and versatile crew tools available for forcible entry.
Metal and concrete cutting diamond blades have become the Rescue Saw blades of choice, replacing abrasive blades for fire and rescue operations. Diamond blades do not wear down, offering a constant depth of cut, without time consuming blade changes. TEAM’s quality diamond blades will outlast dozens of abrasive blades, generate considerably less sparks when cutting metal and are not subject to breakage, damage or deterioration from heat or humidity. Diamond blades are more practical and economical over the long haul and they’re backed by a money-back guarantee. Carbide tipped blades for roof ventilation rescue applications. For all your less demanding cutting needs, our reinforced abrasive blades are hard to beat. There just isn’t a better, more efficient and economical choice than TEAM Rescue Blades. Used by fire and rescue teams worldwide. What’s on your saw?

**UNMATCHED CUTTING VERSATILITY**

**MEANEST OF ALL**

Diamond Blade

**PIRAYA**

The Piraya blade provides super fast concrete and steel cutting with the light wood cutting versatility fire departments need.

*Not intended for heavy wood cutting. Use Maxblade as your primary wood cutting blade.

**The PIRAYA Cuts:**

Concrete, Masonary, Plastic, Light Wood, Glass Block, Windshields, Auto Bodies, Steel Doors, Rebar, Copper, Corrugated roofs, Aluminum, and Everything Else...

PIRA-12FD – 12” BLADE
PIRA-14FD – 14” BLADE
PIRA-16FD – 16” BLADE

**OUTLASTS: 100+ ABRASIVE BLADES**

**OUR BEST PRICED**

Diamond Blade

**TORNAO**

Metal or concrete you can cut it with the TORNADO. The perfect blade for small to medium size municipalities.

*Budget constraints?

Not with the TORNADO!

**The TORNADO Cuts:**

Medium Gauge Steel, Iron Pipe, Light Gauge Steel, Concrete, Burglar Bars, Pad Locks, Auto Bodies, Steel Doors.

TD12SC – 12” BLADE
TD14SC – 14” BLADE

**OUTLASTS: 150+ ABRASIVE BLADES**

**VERSATILE - LONG LIFE**

Super Diamond Blade

**LIGHTNING II TURBO**

The LIGHTNING Diamond Blade is a step up from the TORNADO. It cuts everything the TORNADO cuts but it’s faster and the blade lasts longer. With a heavier blade for added stability and larger diamond segments the LIGHTNING a super blade and a super value.

**The LIGHTNING Cuts:**

Medium Gauge Steel, Iron Pipe, Light Gauge Steel, Burglar Bars, Concrete, Pad Locks, Auto Bodies, Steel Doors and more.

TLDB12 – 12” BLADE
TLDB14 – 14” BLADE
TLDB16 – 16” BLADE

**OUTLASTS: 300+ ABRASIVE BLADES**

**LONGEST LIFE - CONCRETE**

Best Concrete Diamond Blade

**FEMA**

Our very best Diamond Blade for cutting a multitude of concrete products at collapsed buildings and disaster sites. Perfect for major cities, FEMA and US&R rescue teams. Excellent blade life and fast cutting over a wide spectrum of materials.

**The FEMA Cuts:**

Hard, medium & soft brick, Pre-cast concrete, Block and pea gravel block, Exterior concrete, Limestone, Asphalt.

TD12MP – 12” BLADE
TD14MP – 14” BLADE
TD16MP – 16” BLADE

**TOP PERFORMING**

Carbide Tipped Blade

**MAXIBLADE**

14” MAXIBLADE 30 tooth top performing carbide tipped blade has excellent cutting characteristics with deep gullets to clear chips and other debris from the cut faster making it ideal for emergency use when super fast wood cutting is needed. Works great on all rescue saws. With the MAXIBLADE on your rescue saw you can’t go wrong!

TMB - 14” MAXIBLADE

**IN TEAM STANDARD KITS**

Carbide Tipped Blade

**BLAZER**

Specially designed by TEAM for Fire Rescue work. Ideal tooth number (16 for 12” blade, 18 for 14” blade) reduces blade ‘chatter’. Larger/stronger carbide tips absorb shock with less breakage increased plate thickness for smoother more stable cutting.

**Carbide Tipped Blades Cut:**

T&G Roofing, Plastic, Corrugated Roofing, Wood, Light Sheet Metal, Rail Ties, Shingle Roofs

700215DF – 12” BLADE
700018FD – 14” BLADE

**THREE TYPES AVAILABLE**

Concrete only - Steel only - Combination Steel & Concrete

**TEAM'S PREMIUM ABRASIVE BLADES**

TEAM’s premium abrasive blades are formulated with an emphasis on “BREAK RESISTANCE” using high quality fiberglass reinforcement. Designed to meet or exceed saw manufactures specifications for safety.

**SHARK VENTILATION CHAINSAW CARBIDE TIPPED CHAIN**

Terminator carbide tipped chain for use on TEAM SHARK Ventilation Chainsaws ONLY!

CB54DL (54 drive links for 16” bar)
CB66DL (66 drive links for 20” bar)

**TEAM RESCUE SAW**, **KITS AND BLADES AVAILABLE THROUGH YOUR LOCAL DEALER**